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replicated slave site wiil not load
Posted by 27midwest1 - 2009/05/16 17:36
_____________________________________

Hey, what would cause a replicated slave site not to load. The site was created from a working template
and everything was working fine, then all of a sudden I go to the following url 
http://ecampbell.reshapingu.net and I get nothing. I can access the back end but I get nothing once I put
the url in the browser and I currently have 2 sites that are like this.

============================================================================

Re:replicated slave site wiil not load
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/05/16 21:31
_____________________________________

I don't know what is the problem as I use the URL that you provided and I have received a front-end
webpage. 
There is a red bottle in the bottom of the front-epage. 

Perhaps you should cleanup your browser cache ?

============================================================================

Re:replicated slave site wiil not load
Posted by KingoftheRoad - 2009/05/17 07:08
_____________________________________

Hi 27midwest1, 

I can also see your webpage at the URL, too. 

I have experienced similar things when I was using JMS1.1.16. Those slaved sites were somehow linked
to the Master Site. I guessed it is related to the Cache. So I cleared and turned off the cache. Those
slave sites were then crashed, and could not be accessed anymore. Just Blank pages. 

I'm not sure why. Then I deployed JMS and built the slaved sites again with NO Cache.  

Now everything fines! 

I turn on SEF, fine tune the SQL and fine tune my apach server to increase the Joomla performance.
With No cache. 

Hope this can help. 

Cheers, 

Seth
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Re:replicated slave site wiil not load
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/05/17 10:14
_____________________________________

When using the cache, it is recommended to deploy the slave site into a specific directory and also setup
apache to have a documentroot that correspond to this specific directory. 

In such a way, you keep the standard Joomla structure that is: 
- document root 
- document root / cache directory 

If you don't have specific directory for each website, it may be happen that you share the same cache for
several websites.
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